JUNETIME 2018 PLANNING SHEET / SIGN UPS DURING TA TIME ON MAY
th

24!
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This year we’re having a mini-Arena Scheduling for Junetime. At TA time on Thursday, May 24 you’ll find your randomlygenerated number on the board near the main entrance and get in line outside the cafeteria in that order—

6th & 7th graders get in line at 10:20
8th & 9th graders get in line at 10:35
10th & 11th graders get in line at 10:50
But the first step is to read the catalog and make a list of the Junetimes you’d most like to do! We recommend you have a list
of 5-10 of them, in case your top choices are filled by the time you get there! Each Junetime class will have some space for
th
th
th
th
th
th
6 & 7 graders, 8 & 9 graders, and 10 & 11 graders.

My top choices for Junetime are…
FULL DAY
FILL THIS SHEET OUT
and bring it with you
to the JT signups!
You need a plan in
case your top few
choices are already
filled when you get
there!

#______________________________
#______________________________
#______________________________
#______________________________
#______________________________

AM

PM

#___________________________

#___________________________

#___________________________

#___________________________

#___________________________

#___________________________

#___________________________

#___________________________

#___________________________

#___________________________

THERE ARE NO WAIT LISTS FOR JUNETIME! You MUST register for ONE full-day or TWO half-day (AM + PM) Junetime
seminars. If you have any issues that day, please GO TO THE ISSUES/COMMENTS TABLE and write down your name and your
comment. Check out the MAP of the ARENA on the back of this sheet!
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Outside entrance
to the parking lot

Map of the
CAFETERIA
for Junetime
signups
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ß FULL DAY CLASSES à
#1-26. Teachers of each class are available
to hand out information, including FT slips
and anything else they want students to
know about their course.

(kitchen / lunch line)

(get your
randomlygenerated
line
number
from the
board
inside the
main
entrance!)

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Students line up in the hall &
enter the cafeteria by the
door closest to the parking
lot, guided by CASEY

11 12 13

ENTRANCE

AM & PM CLASSES #27-48. Teachers of each class are available AT THE ROUND TABLES
to hand out information, including FT slips and anything else they want students to know
about their course.

EXIT
Students leave the
cafeteria via the door
closest to the teacher
lunch room

ISSUES/COMMENTS TABLE

Students who have issues or comments that they want the organizers to know
about should stop by this table to leave a note with their NAME and their
COMMENT(S).

---------------------------------FULL DAY JUNETIMES---------------------------------
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1. “BAND OF BROTHERS.” In this Junetime students will view the award-winning HBO miniseries called “Band of Brothers” that chronicles the experience of
st
st
the 101 Airborne Division in World War II. This will also include discussions about the 101 Airborne’s experiences in World War II. Given the graphic
content of the series, this is recommended for high school students only and students who sign up will need a permission slip from their parent. Brian &
David C., FULL DAY
2. Be a “Gilmore Girl”! We’ll spend the week pretending to live in Stars Hollow—talking quickly, making pop culture references, eating, and of course,
drinking coffee! This Junetime will include watching some episodes of the iconic show, working on related crafts, a bit of cooking, and visits to locations in
our area that remind us of Stars Hollow. The group will decide if we will focus on the “classics” (the original 7 seasons), last year's Netflix mini-series, or a
mix of the two. Prior-Gilmore-Girls-Fandom is not required! :) Courtney, FULL DAY
3. Beauty Around Us. Would our lives be calmer and less harried if we could turn bitterness into beauty, or replace invective with intelligence?--Jane Austen
Should you care to join Francisca and Patti for three days in the countryside and local gardens, bring your lunch, a book or sketchpad, and a picnic blanket.
This Junetime will explore the beauty around us without fanfare or intensity. Francisca & Patti, FULL DAY
4. BYOB – Bring Your Own BIKE! Join Jay and some professional biking experts to explore bike trails all over Arlington and Northern Virginia. To join this
Junetime you must be an experienced bike rider who is comfortable with long-distance bike rides! Mountain or road bike required. Jay, FULL DAY
5. Chill, Dream, and Create. Whether you prefer drawing or writing, all creative artists need time to daydream. In this Junetime we will divide our time
between allowing our minds to wander and using pen, paper, and pencil to record our creative thoughts with images or words. Faylinda, Gabby, George and
Junetime members will begin the day by sharing sources of creative inspiration including music, books, imagery, short readings, and videos. Participants will
take a neighborhood walk or two (depending on the weather) for inspiration and ice cream. Bring your own sketch book or journal (or buy one from Faylinda
for $10.00) and see where inspiration takes you. Faylinda, George & Gabby, FULL DAY
6. Choose your Side: D.C. or Marvel? Superhero or Supervillain? If watching Superhero movies and / or debating the virtues of your favorite villains are
things you enjoy or if you’re just intrigued to begin learning about this crazy world of superheroes, then this is the Junetime for you. We will explore comics,
film, superhero inspired treats (think cupcakes) and more. With great power comes great responsibility-- here’s your opportunity to discover your
superpower! Anne & Stefan, FULL DAY
7. Civil Rights and the First Amendment – Highlights from the Struggle. History Buffs: learn about heroes and milestone events from the Civil Rights
movement and understand how the media and professional journalism are essential to remembering and continuing the struggle against segregation and
discrimination. Our days will include trips into DC where we’ll enjoy a workshop or two from the Newseum. As a group, we’ll select additional activities—
possibly a movie day here at HBW, visits to the Museum of African American History and Culture, the Holocaust Museum, as well as the Supreme Court and
exhibitions at the Smithsonian Art Museum. We’ll highlight recommended readings, and provide historical context to viewing Hollywood’s, novelists’ and
artists’ interpretations (and sometimes misrepresentations) of key events. Movies and popcorn? Of course! (Note: this class can be helpful to 10th grade
students who are considering a Civil Rights topic for their 11th grade Primary Source paper.) Maggie, FULL DAY
8. Culture Shock! This can be a tremendously positive, exciting and liberating experience for you. Join us as we learn about some different cultures, explore
new ideas, and think differently. We’ll explore social issues and immerse ourselves in learning about how fashion, education, entertainment, and even food
is defined in different cultures. In the end we’ll reflect on ways we can let go of our biases and accept each other despite the difference in color and race.
Nekya, FULL DAY
9. Cuppa Joe and a Good Read: Independent Coffee Shops and Bookstores. If you love the scene of eclectic shops, enjoy the perfect hot chocolate or latte,
and love to hunker down and peruse reading material, join us! We will journey to three independent coffee shops and three independent bookstores to find
the best. You provide the conversation over coffee and reading, we provide the venues. This chill Junetime includes learning about the coffee roasting
process, comparing java from various places, and finding the bookstore that speaks to us. Jeff, Kristen, and Reina, FULL DAY
10. DC’S NEWEST NEIGHBORHOODS! Join Michael as we visit: 1. The Wharf in Southwest DC-- Restaurants, shops, piers, the Fish Market and Water taxis;
2. City Center – Northwest – Cool urban landscapes and buildings, upscale shops & Chinatown; 3. The U Street Corridor, NW– From Shaw to Adams
Morgan—so much to eat, and see and do! Michael M., FULL DAY
11. Explore Our Smithsonians! We are so lucky to live in an area where admission is free to so many world-class museums! One day will be spent at the
Smithsonian’s zoo. We will see a couple of presentations, choosing between: Elephant Training Demonstration, Seal and Sea Lion Demonstration, Research
Demonstration (“Think Tank”), and/or Meet a Big Cat Keeper (among other possibilities). We will also do a zoo scavenger hunt (take a selfie with some wild
animals)! The other two days will be spent at various Smithsonian museums down on the Mall. We hope to get tickets to visit the new National Museum of
African American History and Culture. The group will vote on which museums to explore. You can visit exhibits and events which might include a flight
simulator at the Air and Space Museum ($8 - $10), one of the many IMAX movies ($7.50), live tarantula feeding at the Natural History museum, etc. You will
need to bring your phone to be able to connect to Google Classroom. We will eat lunch at the zoo/museums each day (you can either bring your lunch or
buy one). You will need money for the Metro, lunch (if you are not bringing your own), and the simulators and/or IMAX movie; however, exploring the zoo
and museums is free! Rachel and Travis, FULL DAY

12. Foodtruck Fantasy. Ever wondered what it's like to run a food truck?? Ever dreamed of someday having your own restaurant on
wheels? Come explore both the culinary and business sides of mobile food entrepreneurship! We'll talk to food truck owners, feast on delicious
eats, and you'll prepare a proposal for your very own food truck. Ackesha, FULL DAY

Full Day, CONTINUED
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13. Girls’ Two-Night Camping Trip. This Junetime is a 3-day (2-night) girls-only camping trip to Shenandoah Big Meadows National Park. Departure is 9:30am
th
th
June 12 ; we will arrive back at HB at 4pm on June 14 . In addition to fun camping activities such as hiking, campfires, story-telling, etc., we will be taking
our group to Luray Caverns as well as doing a river tubing trip. Anyone who signs up for this adventure must be a strong swimmer and someone who enjoys
sleeping/spending three days outdoors. You will have a fun time on this trip if you are a responsible, go-with-the-flow, and nature-loving gal. In order to
th
attend this trip, you must have your guardians fill out a permission slip AND attend a pre-trip meeting at lunch on Tuesday, June 5 in Room 202. The
total cost of this trip is $75 per person – that said, please come see Sam or Melissa if you need a scholarship for this trip. We're also looking for 4 parent
chaperones for this trip. (See Melissa or Sam for more details) Melissa & Sam, FULL DAY
14. JUNIORTIME (Juniors Only): Hiking and Bonding. Get your sneakers on and get ready to explore trails near the water in our area: Great Falls, Potomac
Overlook and C&O Canal/ Theodore Roosevelt Island. Using the Charity Miles app, we will log in many miles to raise money for charities of our choice. We
hope that this Juniors-only trip will be a chance for the soon-to-be Seniors to bond as a class before their final year at HB. There may some expenses related
to the activities we choose (TBD). (Warning: For this Junetime, expect to walk 3-5 miles per day, on average… also, we may need help with drivers…)
Download the app on your phone: http://www.charitymiles.org/ Things you will need: good shoes, hat & sunscreen, water bottle, small backpack with
lunch, $ for any activities we select to do while on site, cell phone with Charity Miles app (portable charger recommended for charging cell phone in the
event of a long day using GPS), a FABULOUS attitude and desire to bond as a class and chance to make a CHANGE happen for a charity! Deidre & Cecilia,
FULL DAY
15. Law & Law Enforcement. Are you interested in learning about local law enforcement and training for K-9 units? Would you like to learn about forensic
science and criminal law? Do you want to take a tour of the FBI building in DC? This Junetime will introduce you to professionals working in various fields of
law. We have arranged for an Arlington Police officer with the K-9 unit to do a demonstration both in the classroom and on the field. Additionally, we have
invited two speakers on forensic science and criminal law to come and share their knowledge and answer your questions. Rebecca & Carrie, FULL DAY
16. Museums and Gardens of the City. Come join us as we spend our days downtown visiting the Smithsonian Museums and Gardens. We will go to a
variety of museums - art, science, and cultural - as well as the U.S. Botanic Garden and various sculpture gardens. We will lunch at Union Station, Eastern
Market, and the Wharf, but we are also open to your ideas. This will be a nice mix of fresh air, culture, and food. Kris & Sally, FULL DAY
17. Rock Climbing. Do you like climbing things? Do you like rocks, or at least fake rocks? Beginners through advanced levels welcome and all equipment is
provided, just wear comfortable clothing and athletic shoes. Day 1 - we will take the Metro to the rock climbing gym in Crystal City (Earth Treks), have lunch,
and do a couple of hours of climbing on their walls with the assistance of their instructors and play rock climbing games. Day 2 - we will go back to the gym
and take a class on belaying (working the rope system for climbing) and tying knots, and do some more climbing. Day 3 we may or may not rock climb, but
we will definitely watch some cool rock climbing videos, go on a group hike and get lunch. (Cost will be ~$60 + Metro fare). Waivers and permission slips
must be signed by guardians. Alison, FULL DAY
18. Shoot a Film in the Woods! Plan, write, shoot and edit a film in the surprising forest locations of Potomac Overlook (5 min. drive from HB). Trees, hills,
streams, paths, cliffs, rocks, rivers, beaches, a ruined grafitti'd dam and other ruins: amazingly, it's all there. Start thinking now of a short film--any genre-that you can shoot there if you have just one day for production and only teenage actors to work with. Might rain, might not. We have space for a limited
number of actors and/or crew members too, but need fast-thinking writer-directors and organized producers to pull this off. Tom can teach you camera and
editing techniques along the way. Tom, FULL DAY
19. Songwriting / Creating Original Music. Do you have song ideas bouncing around inside your head? Do you enjoy creating new music on your favorite
instrument? Do you want to create original music? Are you interested in writing songs, but sometimes to struggle to complete the writing process? If you
answered “yes” to one or more of those questions, let’s spend our Junetime writing songs. We’ll work individually and/or in small groups to write our songs.
Our goal is to have everyone write at least two songs during our time together. So grab your instrument of choice, come on down, and let’s create music. We
have just three prerequisites: (1) that you are comfortable and somewhat proficient (i.e. you can confidently and comfortably play at least four or five
chords) with your instrument, (2) you really want to create your own music, and (3) you are open-minded. Dan, FULL DAY (also offered half day, AM or PM)
20. Space: the Final Frontier. Did you know Saturn’s moon Titan has an atmosphere? Want to design a mission to go there? Ever wanted to learn about how
stars and galaxies form? Or how about learn about rocketry and then get to launch a model rocket? If any of this sounds fun to you, sign up for Space: the
Final Frontier! You will get exposed to topics in astrophysics, planetary science and aerospace engineering in a mixed lecture / project based learning
environment. All are welcome -- hope to see you there! HB alum Alex Mazarr and retired HB Physics teacher Mark Dodge, FULL DAY
21. Space Travel. Get excited about current and planned space programs, and work on one of your own! We will keep up with the goings-on of the
International Space Station, and check out NASA’s space exploration programs. Meanwhile, students will use Kerbal Space Program, a fun space flight
simulation, to design and build rocket ships, manned by their own crew of Kerbals, a cute people with large cylindrical heads. See if you can get them safely
to their moon and back! In the PM get ready for more hands-on space fun! We'll be pulling out the rulers, hobby knives, glue, and C-engines to make and
shoot your own rockets. Laurie and Debbie, FULL DAY
22. "Takin' it to the Street". Chef Carl is back! Do you love music and/or enjoy cooking and eating delicious food? If so, I've got just the Junetime for you!
Each day, we will learn about and perform different styles of street music and prepare street food from a variety of cultures from around the world. For
example, we might pair Mariachi music with street tacos, Indian music with samosas, or Javanese gamelan with some grilled chicken satay. Yum! Carl, FULL
DAY
23. The Alternate West Wing: ATTENTION POLITICS JUNKIES! Immerse yourself in the world of Aaron Sorkin’s late 90s-early 00’s hit drama, The West Wing.
In this Junetime, we’ll spend our time learning about a fictional and highly functional executive office led by our favorite fake Commander in Chief, President
Josiah Bartlett. We will watch a few key episodes, drink plenty of caffeine and cheese (Learn about Big Block of Cheese Day!), participate in the political
process by calling and writing our legislators, and go on field trips to key West Wing locations--including the Capitol. Christy, FULL DAY

Full Day, CONTINUED
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24. The June Abides. This Junetime explores the vital question: can one simultaneously be a responsible contributor to society, as well as a Dude? We will
explore this question by first viewing the cinematic masterpiece that is The Big Lebowski, and then discuss. What are the merits of the Dude's
lifestyle? What are the natural consequences? Is it possible to be a Dude in Arlington? While we watch and discuss, we can enjoy White Russians (coffee
and cream), and I've got a rug that really ties the room together. On the second day, we will balance out the hedonism and debauchery by being respectable
and responsible young adults. We will either volunteer beautifying a local park or assisting at an animal shelter. That's the real yin to the yang, man. The
third day ain't Shabbas, so we're gonna roll! We will hit the bowling alley to partake in one of the Dude's most favorite activities and really get a feel for the
lifestyle. I've got some Creedence tapes for the car ride. Don't feel like you're out of your element, Donny, because no prior experience is needed! You'll
probably end up thinking this is the best Junetime of all time, but that's just, like, your opinion, man. Note: Given the graphic content of the movie, this is
recommended for high school students only and students who sign up will need a permission slip from their parent. Steve, FULL DAY.
25. THE STREETS OF DC. Join us as we venture through various neighborhoods in the District, learning about and experiencing the history, food, culture, art
and social activism that have occurred on these streets. Our exploration will include museums, restaurants, historical sites, and an artist demonstration. We
also plan to have a workshop with a local street artist! Participants will need to pay for Metro transportation, lunch each day, and minimal art supplies.
Catherine & Carolyn, FULL DAY
26. VEGAN FOR A DAY - OR THREE!!! We'll explore the pros and cons of a vegan diet, try some simple recipes, and dine out at two local restaurants:
Sunflowers and Loving Hut. Margaret, FULL DAY

---------------------------------HALF DAY JUNETIMES--------------------------------AVAILABLE IN THE AM:
27. Art from Maps / Maps as Art. Do you love maps? Want to look at them, and then cut them up and make things from them? We will learn
techniques to create art from maps and make our own creative maps in a variety of ways. You don’t need to be an artist; just be curious and
creative! ELEANOR, HALF DAY, AM & PM
28. Automotive Systems and Basic Maintenance: Are you interested in learning how to perform basic maintenance on your [future] vehicle? Don
Beyer Volvo in Falls Church is teaming up with HBW to offer an introduction to automotive systems and basic maintenance from a certified ASE
master technician for this year's Junetime. We will take a group of students right into the mechanic shop and work on real automobiles. Come
ready to get dirty and learn! NANCY, HALF DAY, AM only
29. Badminton! Badminton is a really fun game! We will not only play badminton for fun, we will get better at it. We will learn what the 3 most
important hits are in badminton and drill at improving them. We will do a singles, doubles and mixed doubles tournament as part of the class. If
there’s enough student interest, I will take you on a badminton field trip. Dave Soles, HALF DAY—AM for Middle School
30. Bridge! Do you enjoy cards? The coolest card game that exists is Bridge. If you enjoy Chess, you’ll love Bridge. It’s a thinking person’s game.
Come join us and learn to how to play. There’ll be instruction followed by lots of game play. Bridge is played with partners, so if you have a good
buddy who is also interested, sign up as a duo, though it’s fine to sign up alone (we’ll find you a partner). Bridge is an addictive game that’s loads of
fun (and it’s not just for people who are retired!) David K. & Mark, HALF DAY, AM & PM
31. Burning Down the House! What does it take for a house to be firesafe? We’ll study fire safety and make hypotheses about what will keep a
structure as safe as possible from fire… then build model houses, set them on fire, and see how well they hold up! Bill V., HALF DAY—AM & PM
32. Discover the Performing Arts spaces of DC & their neighborhoods. During this Junetime we will travel to four different neighborhoods of DC to
visit four different performing arts spaces. We will take tours of concert halls, connect with performing artists, and explore the surrounding
neighborhood, acknowledging how the two influence one another. Visits may include the Kennedy Center & Georgetown, Howard Theater & U
Street Corridor, DAR Constitution Hall & the National Mall, and the Anthem/Arena Stage at the Wharf. Bill P., HALF DAY, AM only
33. Family Game Night! Do you enjoy a good old-fashioned competitive board game? Or are you simply looking for a fun half-day activity to enjoy
with friends? Join us for an open forum of board games. Sign up with your friends or come make new ones while we play games and eat snacks.
You must be willing to play board games with your Junetime mates. This is a screen free zone. Paul, HALF DAY—AM & PM
34. HBW Past, Present & Future. Are you excited about our move to Rosslyn? Curious what it will be like when we get there? Want to give some
ideas about how our new space should be used? Interested in thinking about what we should take with us? How do we keep traditions alive and
build new ones too? This Junetime will include a trip to the site of our new school and visits to our Rosslyn neighbors, a meeting with APS Facilities
& Construction to give your feedback and some time digging through treasures in HBW’s attic! Kate, Graham & Casey, HALF DAY, AM only
35. IMPROV- Teachers do it all the time! How about you? Maybe you called it imaginative play when you were little. We are going to act out
random scenes using little or no preparation at all!. If we are REALLY brave, we may present at the end of our session! Meghan, HALF DAY – AM
ONLY
36. Make Your Own ‘Zine. Zines are sort of a cross between a newsletter and a magazine, part of DIY culture that lets you create a publication
based on something you love. Kind of like a blog, only on paper. You can make a zine about pretty much anything: personal zines or perzines are
about personal thoughts and experiences, photozines are mainly image oriented… there are fanzines and political zines, literary zines and comic
zines and art zines… any topic you love or has meaning for you is fair game. In this Junetime we’ll create our own zines to share our point of view,
our thoughts and our experiences with the world! Liz, HALF DAY – AM & PM
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37. Songwriting / Creating Original Music: Do you have song ideas bouncing around inside your head? Do you enjoy creating new music on your
favorite instrument? Do you want to create original music? Are you interested in writing songs, but sometimes to struggle to complete the writing
process? If you answered “yes” to one or more of those questions, let’s spend our Junetime writing songs. We’ll work individually and/or in small
groups to write our songs. Our goal is to have everyone write at least two songs during our time together. So grab your instrument of choice, come
on down, and let’s create music. We have just three prerequisites: (1) that you are comfortable and somewhat proficient (i.e. you can confidently
and comfortably play at least four or five chords) with your instrument, (2) you really want to create your own music, and (3) you are open-minded.
Dan, Half Day, AM or PM (also available FULL DAY)

AVAILABLE IN THE PM
38. Art from Maps / Maps as Art. Do you love maps? Want to look at them, and then cut them up and make things from them? We will learn
techniques to create art from maps and make our own creative maps in a variety of ways. You don’t need to be an artist; just be curious and
creative! ELEANOR, HALF DAY, AM & PM
39. Badminton! Badminton is a really fun game! We will not only play badminton for fun, we will get better at it. We will learn what the 3 most
important hits are in badminton and drill at improving them. We will do a singles, doubles and mixed doubles tournament as part of the class. If
there’s enough student interest, I will take you on a badminton field trip. Dave Soles, HALF DAY—PM for High School
40. Bridge! Do you enjoy cards? The coolest card game that exists is Bridge. If you enjoy Chess, you’ll love Bridge. It’s a thinking person’s game.
Come join us and learn to how to play. There’ll be instruction followed by lots of game play. Bridge is played with partners, so if you have a good
buddy who is also interested, sign up as a duo, though it’s fine to sign up alone (we’ll find you a partner). Bridge is an addictive game that’s loads of
fun (and it’s not just for people who are retired!) David K. & Mark, HALF DAY, AM & PM
41. Burning Down the House! What does it take for a house to be firesafe? We’ll study fire safety and make hypotheses about what will keep a
structure as safe as possible from fire… then build model houses, set them on fire, and see how well they hold up! Bill V., HALF DAY—AM & PM
42. Family Game Night! Do you enjoy a good old-fashioned competitive board game? Or are you simply looking for a fun half-day activity to enjoy
with friends? Join us for an open forum of board games. Sign up with your friends or come make new ones while we play games and eat snacks.
You must be willing to play board games with your Junetime mates. This is a screen free zone. Paul, HALF DAY—AM & PM
43. Introduction to Functional Programming (Bring a laptop): Functional Programming is an intuitive and powerful tool that is often overlooked in
many programming classes. You will be introduced to elixir, Simple recursion , and many other concepts. This Junetime is intended for students
with some basic programming knowledge, possibly considering an advanced computer science course. BRING YOUR OWN LAPTOP… our school
laptops will not be available! Ellis & Samuel, HALF DAY—PM
44. Make Your Own ‘Zine. Zines are sort of a cross between a newsletter and a magazine, part of DIY culture that lets you create a publication
based on something you love. Kind of like a blog, only on paper. You can make a zine about pretty much anything: personal zines or perzines are
about personal thoughts and experiences, photozines are mainly image oriented… there are fanzines and political zines, literary zines and comic
zines and art zines… any topic you love or has meaning for you is fair game. In this Junetime we’ll create our own zines to share our point of view,
our thoughts and our experiences with the world! Liz, HALF DAY – AM & PM
45. Puppet Palooza! Learn about the history of puppetry and the basics of manipulation. Build a simple rod puppet and a simple hand and mouth
puppet. Create crazy characters and silly voices. This will culminate in the performance of short original scenes! Josh, HALF DAY, PM ONLY
46. Songwriting / Creating Original Music: Do you have song ideas bouncing around inside your head? Do you enjoy creating new music on your
favorite instrument? Do you want to create original music? Are you interested in writing songs, but sometimes to struggle to complete the writing
process? If you answered “yes” to one or more of those questions, let’s spend our Junetime writing songs. We’ll work individually and/or in small
groups to write our songs. Our goal is to have everyone write at least two songs during our time together. So grab your instrument of choice, come
on down, and let’s create music. We have just three prerequisites: (1) that you are comfortable and somewhat proficient (i.e. you can confidently
and comfortably play at least four or five chords) with your instrument, (2) you really want to create your own music, and (3) you are open-minded.
Dan, Half Day, AM or PM (also available FULL DAY)
47. Songs That Shake Us: Music And Dance From International Conflict Areas. Come experience the music and dance of Bosnia and Herzegovina
and South Africa! During this workshop we will sing, dance, and peek into the rich cultural traditions found within these politically complicated,
post-conflict regions. As we learn songs and dances, we will ponder the questions of how music is used for peace building and activism, and reflect
on our role as artistic bridge builders within our own country. No experience needed. Come curious and ready to sing, dance, and be moved! This
workshop will be presented by Katelyn Kyser, sister-in-law of Kate Seche, who has made this topic her life’s work and passion. Katelyn and Bill P.,
HALF DAY PM ONLY
48. Yoga for Relaxation We will keep it simple: breathe, stretch, relax and end with some tea and yoga philosophy (yoga sutras) conversations.
Bharti, HALF DAY – PM ONLY

